[Instrumental evaluation of sensory thresholds in subjects with different pain sensitivity].
Will the aid of a modified apparatus the authors determined the sensory thresholds of tactile, and pain sensitivity, and the limit of pain tolerance. Subject to measurement were 500 persons. By the nature of the initial high sensitivity (minor thresholds), moderate (medium) and low (major thresholds) ones. The effect of taking by mouth metherasine (0.025) and amidopyrine with analgin (0.25 each) was analyzed in each group. It was ascertained that the mechanism of their action, produced the greatest effect in persons with an initially elevated sensitivity to pain stimulators. Metherasine changed to a greater extent the pain tolerance thresholds, whereas amidopyrin with analgin did the same with the pain thresholds. In individuals with an initially elevated pain sensitivity both the pain threshold and that or the pain tolerance were higher. These date are of importance for rational approach to an individual choice of substances to be prescribed with a different attitude to pain.